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Spacetime-varying coupling constants can be associated with violations of local Lorentz invariance and CPT
symmetry. An analytical supergravity cosmology with a time-varying fine-structure constant provides an ex-
plicit example. Estimates are made for some experimental constraints.
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varying couplings have remained the subject of various the-
oretical and experimental studies. Such couplings are natural
in many unified theories @2#, and current claims of observa-
tional evidence for a time-varying electromagnetic coupling
@3# have sparked a revival of this idea @4#.
In this work, we investigate the role of Lorentz symmetry
in the subject, showing that spacetime-varying couplings can
be associated with Lorentz and CPT violation @5#. This result
is intuitively reasonable because translation invariance is
broken in a theory with spacetime-varying couplings, while
translations and Lorentz transformations are intertwined in
the Poincare´ group. The vacuum then behaves as a
spacetime-varying medium so Lorentz isotropy can be lost in
local inertial frames.
As an illustration, consider a spacetime-varying coupling
j associated with a term containing derivatives in a Lagrang-
ian L. A simple example involving a scalar f is a term
L.j]mf*]mf , which implies L.2 12 ]mj(f*]mf1H.c.)
upon integration by parts. If j varies smoothly, ]mj has a
piece that behaves in a local inertial frame as a coefficient km
for Lorentz and CPT violation. More generally, nonscalar
fields can play a role, and the effects can arise through sub-
sidiary conditions involving coefficients like km appearing in
the equations of motion.
All possible Lorentz-violating Lagrangian terms are given
by the Lorentz- and CPT-violating standard-model extension
@6#, and many have been bounded experimentally in preci-
sion experiments with hadrons @7,8#, protons and neutrons
@9#, electrons @10,11#, photons @12,13#, and muons @14#. The
theory contains all observer Lorentz scalars formed by com-
bining operators and coefficients having Lorentz indices.
Terms of this type arise, for example, from spontaneous Lor-
entz violation @15# and in realistic noncommutative field
theories @16#. The presence of translation violations induced
by spacetime-varying couplings complicates theoretical and
experimental analyses. Here, we focus on showing that
spacetime-varying couplings and apparent Lorentz violation
can arise naturally, even when the dynamics of the underly-
ing theory is Lorentz invariant and involves only constant
couplings.0556-2821/2003/68~12!/123511~5!/$20.00 68 1235Our analysis is performed in the context of N54 super-
gravity in four dimensions. This theory is a limit of the N
51 supergravity in 11 spacetime dimensions and hence also
of M theory. It is sufficiently simple to permit analytical
calculation involving the graviton, photon, dilaton, and axion
fields, while retaining generic features of a more realistic
fundamental theory. We show that smoothly varying cou-
plings can naturally be obtained from a simple cosmological
solution. In particular, in electrodynamics the fine structure
constant a5e2/4p and the u angle acquire related spacetime
dependences, driving the Lorentz violation.
The spectrum of the N54 supergravity in four spacetime
dimensions consists of the graviton, represented by the met-
ric gmn , four gravitinos, six Abelian graviphotons Am
jk four
fermions, and a complex scalar Z that contains an axion and
a dilaton. The latin indices j,k,... denote vector indices in the
SO~4! internal symmetry, and the graviphotons lie in the ad-
joint representation. The bosonic part L of the Lagrangian
can be written @17#
L521
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AgR21
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AgM jklmFmnjk Flmmn
2
1
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AgN jklm«mnrsFmnjk Frslm 1Ag
]mZ]mZ¯
~12ZZ¯ !2
, ~1!
where Planck units are adopted. The generalized electromag-
netic coupling constant M jklm and the u-term coupling N jklm
are both real and determined by the complex scalar Z accord-
ing to
M jklm1iN jklm5
d [ j uludk]m~12Z2!2i« jklmZ
~11Z2! . ~2!
For present purposes, it is convenient to apply the Cayley
map W52i(Z21)/(Z11) taking the unit disk into the up-
per half plane. Writing W5A1iB , the scalar kinetic term
becomes Lb5Ag(]mA]mA1]mB]mB)/4B2, and M and N
undergo corresponding transformations. Then, B can be iden-
tified with the string-theory dilaton.©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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Fmn
12 [Fmn , is excited. The bosonic Lagrangian then be-
comes
L5212AgR2
1
4
AgMFmnFmn2
1
4
AgNFmnF˜ mn
1Ag~]mA]mA1]mB]mB !/4B2, ~3!
with F˜ mn5«mnrsFrs/2 and
M5
B~A21B211 !
~11A21B2!224A2 ,
N5
A~A21B221 !
~11A21B2!224A2 . ~4!
Consider a cosmology in this theory involving a flat (k
50) Friedmann-Robertson-Walker ~FRW! model. The line
element for the associated spacetime is
ds25dt22a2~ t !~dx21dy21dz2!, ~5!
where t is the comoving time and a(t) is the cosmological
scale factor. The usual assumptions of homogeneity and isot-
ropy imply that A and B are also functions only of t. Solving
the Einstein equations with just the scalar field as a source of
energy and momentum yields a(t);t1/3, which is an expan-
sion rate far slower than seen in our Universe. A standard
approach to obtain a more realistic theory adds an energy-
momentum tensor Tmn5rumun describing galaxies and other
matter, where um is a unit timelike vector orthogonal to spa-
tial surfaces and r(t) is the energy density of the matter. In
our supergravity model, an energy momentum tensor of this
form arises from the fermionic sector because the fermion
kinetic terms are uncoupled from the scalar field W, and so
Tmn is independent of W.
Ignoring the graviphoton for the moment, the Einstein
equations for the supergravity cosmology in the presence of
the fermion matter are
Gmn5Tmn1
1
2B2 ~]mA]nA1]mB]nB !
2
1
4B2 gmn~]lA]
lA1]lB]lB !. ~6!
For the k50 FRW model, this expression contains only two
independent equations:
23
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2 r , ~7!
where a dot indicates a time derivative. The system is also
governed by the equations of motion for A and B:
d
dt S a3A˙B2 D 50, ddt S a3B˙B2 D 1 a3B3 ~A˙ 21B˙ 2!50. ~8!12351The final equation determining the time evolution,
d(ra3)/dt50, follows from conservation of energy.
It turns out these five equations can be integrated analyti-
cally. Suppose that at the present time tn the Universe has
matter density rn and scale size an5a(tn). Energy conser-
vation yields r(t)5cn /a3(t), where cn5rnan3. Integration
of one Einstein equation then gives
a~ t !5F34 cn~ t1t0!22c1G
1/3
. ~9!
Here, c1 is an integration constant describing the amount of
energy in the scalar fields. Also, t0 is another integration
constant, chosen here as t05A4c1/3cn to fix the time origin
t50 at the moment of the initial singularity when a(t)50.
Note that for t@t0 we find a(t);t2/3, as expected for a k
50 matter-dominated Universe.
The equation of motion for A can be integrated once to
give A˙ 5c2B2/a3, where c2 is an integration constant. The
remaining equations can be solved to yield a functional form
for A and B in terms of a parameter time t. This leaves two
equations, related through the Bianchi identities. After some
algebra, we find
A56l tanhS 1t 1c3D1A0 , B5l sechS 1t 1c3D ,
~10!
where l[74c1 /)c2t0 , and c3 , A0 are integration con-
stants. The cosmological time t is given in terms of the para-
metric time t by t5t0@coth()/4t)21# , so t50 when t
50 and t increases when t increases. In what follows, it
suffices to adopt the simplifying choice c350. At late times
t@t0 , we then find t’)t/4t0 , A’64lt0 /)t1A0 , and
B’l(128t02/3t2). This means both A and B tend to con-
stant values at late times on a time scale set by t0 . The value
of the string-theory dilaton therefore tends to a constant in
this supergravity cosmology, despite the absence of a dilaton
potential.
We next consider excitations of Fmn in the axion-dilaton
background ~10!. For the moment, we restrict attention to
localized excitations in spacetime regions that are small on a
cosmological scale. This corresponds to most experimental
situations, and it is therefore appropriate to work in a local
inertial frame.
With a u angle, the conventional electrodynamics La-
grangian in a local inertial frame can be written
Lem52
1
4e2 FmnF
mn2
u
16p2 FmnF
˜
mn
. ~11!
The graviphoton in the axion-dilaton background can be re-
garded as a model for the photon in cosmologically varying
scalar fields, so we take e2[1/M , u[4p2N . Since M, N are
functions of the background fields A, B, it follows that e, u
acquire spacetime dependence in an arbitrary local inertial
frame.
The equations of motion in the presence of charged matter
described by a 4-current jn are1-2
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e2
]mFmn2
2
e3
~]me !Fmn1
1
4p2 ~]mu!F
˜
mn5 jn. ~12!
In a trivial background, the last two terms on the left-hand
side of this equation would vanish and the usual Maxwell
equations would emerge. Here, however, the extra two terms
lead to apparent Lorentz-violating effects despite being co-
ordinate invariant. On small cosmological scales, ]mM and
]mN are approximately constant, and they therefore select a
preferred direction in the local inertial frame. This means
that particle Lorentz symmetry, as defined in the first paper
of Ref. @6#, is broken.
Note that the expansion in a textbook FRW cosmology
without scalar couplings lacks this violation because a local
Lorentz-symmetric inertial frame always exists, whereas in
the present case the variation of M and N implies particle
Lorentz violation in any local inertial frame. Indeed, the
above cosmology-induced Lorentz violation is independent
of the details of the N54 supergravity model. Any similarly
implemented smooth spacetime variation of the electromag-
netic couplings on cosmological scales leads to such effects.
This suggests particle Lorentz violation could be a common
feature of models with spacetime-dependent couplings.
In the local inertial frame, we can write
Lem8 52
1
4e2 FmnF
mn1
1
8p2 ~]mu!AnF
˜
mn
. ~13!
A nonzero constant contribution from ]mu demonstrates ex-
plicitly the violations of particle Lorentz invariance and CPT
symmetry. To facilitate contact with the conventional nota-
tion in the Lorentz-violating standard-model extension, we
can identify (kAF)m[e2]mu/8p2. In our supergravity model,
(kAF)m is timelike.
The special case of constant e and constant (kAF)m has
been discussed extensively in the literature @12,6,18#. Under
these conditions, the Lagrangian ~13! is invariant under
spacetime translations, but the associated conserved energy
fails to be positive definite and so leads to instabilities. It is
natural to ask how this difficulty is circumvented in the
present model, which arises from a positive-definite super-
gravity theory @19#.
A key difference is that, instead of being nondynamical
and constant, (kAF)m depends in the present model on the
dynamical degrees of freedom A, B. Excitations with Fmn
Þ0 therefore cause perturbations dA , dB away from the
cosmological solutions ~10!, so that A→A1dA and B→B
1dB . It follows that u→u1du and that the energy-
momentum tensor (Tb)mn of the background receives an ad-
ditional contribution, (Tb)mn→(TFb )mn5(Tb)mn1d(Tb)mn.
This contribution can compensate for negative-energy ones
from the (kAF)m term.
The compensation mechanism can be illustrated explicitly
at the classical level in the Lagrangian L5Lem8 1Lb @20#.
The relevant feature for present purposes is the A and B
dependence of u, so for simplicity e can be taken as constant.
We begin by splitting the total conserved energy-momentum
tensor into two pieces, (TFt )mn5(Tem)mn1(TFb )mn, where12351~Tem!mn5
]L
]~]mAl!
]nAl2hmnLem8 ,
~TF
b !mn5
]L
]~]mA !
]nA1
]L
]~]mB !
]nB2hmnLb . ~14!
Explicitly, we find
~Tem!mn5
1
e2
Fl
mFln1
1
4e2 h
mnFrsFrs1
1
8p2 ~]
nu!AlF˜ lm.
~15!
Negative-energy contributions can arise only from the last
term. Similarly, we obtain
~TF
b !mn5
]mA]nA
2B2 2
hmn
4B2 ~]lA]
lA1]lB]lB !
1
]nB]nB
2B2 2
1
8p2 ~]
nu!AlF˜ lm, ~16!
where again only the last term can lead to negative-energy
contributions. Combining the two equations shows that the
total conserved energy is positive definite, even when a non-
zero (kAF)m is generated. The apparent paradox arises only
because the two pieces (TFem)mn and (TFb )mn, each with posi-
tivity difficulties, are separately conserved when ]nu is con-
stant @21#.
Another interesting issue concerns the limits from exist-
ing experiments on the induced Lorentz-violating and time-
varying couplings. Consider again the theory ~13! in the su-
pergravity background ~10! with the choice c350. The
phenomenological constraint e2(t→‘).4p/137 implies
uA0u.1 and l&2p/137. Within this parameter space,
choose l52p/137 and A05A12l2, which further simpli-
fies the analysis because it leads to a vanishing u at late
times, u(t→‘)50. In fact, the estimates below remain valid
or improve for other choices in more than 98% of the al-
lowed parameter space.
The comoving time t and the time coordinate in comoving
local inertial frames agree to first order. Assuming late times
t@t0 , we find e2;2l78l2t0 /)t and hence a˙/a;
64lt0 /)t2. Current observational bounds on a˙/a at late
times, i.e., at relatively small redshifts, are obtained from the
Oklo fossil reactor as ua˙/au&10216 yr21 @22#. Taking tn
.1010 yr for the present age of the Universe then yields the
estimate t0&106 yr, consistent with the late-times assump-
tion.
The coefficient (kAF)m for Lorentz and CPT violation is
also constrained by the Oklo data, and indeed constraints on
axion-photon couplings of the form ~13! have previously
been studied in the context of axion and quintessence models
@23# and CPT baryogenesis @24#. In the present supergravity
cosmology, we have N˙ ;72t0 /)lt2 at late times, giving
u(kAF)0u&10246 GeV. Although model dependent, this esti-
mate compares favorably with the direct observational limit
(kAF)0&10242 GeV in Ref. @12#. Inverting the reasoning, the
latter can be used to bound the variation of a. We find
ua˙/au&10212 yr21, consistent with the Oklo data @22#.1-3
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time can be relatively complicated. As an example, the solid
line in Fig. 1 displays the relative variation of a for the case
tn /t052000, as a function of the fractional look-back time
FIG. 1. Sample relative variation of the fine-structure constant
with fractional look-back time 12t/tn.1235112t/tn to the big bang. The parameters l, A0 have been
changed fractionally by parts in 104 relative to the choices
2p/137, A12l2. This provides an approximate match to the
recently reported data for a˙ , also plotted in Fig. 1, obtained
from measurements of high-redshift spectra over periods of
approximately 0.6tn to 0.8tn assuming H0565 km/s/Mpc,
(Vm ,VL)5(0.3,0.7) @3#. The parameter choices lie within
the constraints on (kAF)0, but have no overlap with the Oklo
data set and yield a nonasymptotic present-day value of the
fine-structure constant. The solid line reflects both nonlinear
features and a sign change for a˙ .
In summary, we have established that local Lorentz and
CPT violation can be associated with spacetime-varying cou-
plings. The effect is generic in theories with derivative cou-
plings to cosmological fields. Despite the simplicity of the
underlying mechanism, the resulting time variation can be
complicated and offers an interesting avenue for phenomeno-
logical exploration.
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